Did You Know

- SolarWinds Orion Platform provides the Performance Analysis Dashboard feature. You can speed up the identification of network issues by reviewing network performance metrics across all your network data on a common timeline.

Documentation

- NTA Install Guide
Adding NTA NetFlow analyzer and bandwidth monitoring software to NPM gives you the ability to boost your network traffic analysis capabilities. Monitor your network, discover traffic patterns, and avoid bandwidth hogs. Analyze network traffic patterns over months, days, or minutes by drilling down into any network element. Measure the effectiveness of pre- and post-policy traffic levels per class map to determine if QoS policies are working as planned. Create, schedule, and deliver in-depth network traffic analysis and bandwidth reports with just a few clicks. Work seamlessly with other Orion Platform products, including Network Performance Monitor and Network Configuration Manager. We’ve worked as network and systems engineers, so we understand your problems and how to help you solve them.
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